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ABSTRACT

For several decades, grassland bird populations have been facing consistent
declines throughout North America with population declines >1.5% per year in the past
40 years in the eastern United States. If this current rate persists, the populations will
be reduced to half their current size in less than 50 years. Multiple causes have been
proposed to explain the decline of grassland birds, but loss of available habitat and
declining habitat quality are recognized as key elements in the decline of this guild.
The Champlain Valley has the potential to be an important area for the
conservation of grassland birds due to large acreage of grassland habitat; however,
management practices are not always compatible with grassland bird habitat
requirements. Therefore, there is a need to focus conservation efforts in areas that will
have the greatest probability of maintaining populations of grassland birds. This
project was designed to identify priority areas for implementing conservation programs
for grassland birds in the Champlain Valley of Vermont.
Using ArcGis, I created detailed layers that included landscape level factors
(forest, grassland, development and roads) and patch level factors (size, management
and conservation) important in grassland bird habitat selection. Integrating the GIS
dataset into a multicriteria decision analysis framework, I produced maps in which
grassland patches were ranked on the basis of their quality for grassland birds.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process was the decision rule used to identify priority
conservation areas. The use of a hierarchical structure distributed the relative weights
of different factors deemed important by grassland bird experts, allowing a greater
number of criteria to be included while keeping the methodology manageable.
These procedures resulted in a series of habitat quality maps that federal, state,
and non-governmental land managers will be able to use as a baseline to focus
conservation efforts on areas that will have the greatest probability of maintaining
viable populations of grassland birds. The maps emphasize the protection of grassland
patches larger than 5-10 ha that are 2 km away from roads with high traffic, and the
selection of blocks of > 50 ha of protected or bird-friendly grassland habitat. The
Analytic Hierarchy Process is a flexible method that can be applied to conservation
decisions across a variety of ecosystems and species.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Grassland habitats and grassland birds

Grasslands are a necessity for grassland birds, yet the quality of grasslands
varies by size, management activity, vegetation composition, and landscape
characteristics. In the Northeast, grassland birds are almost exclusively dependent on
“artificial” grassland habitats subject to agricultural activities during the breeding
season (Warren and Anderson 2005), and in the Champlain Valley of Vermont (CV)
most grasslands used by grassland birds are found in private agricultural land and are
managed as hayfields (Troy et al. 2005). Thus, in the CV, grasslands includes both
natural and human-created grasslands such as beaver meadows, pastures, fallow fields,
set aside crop fields, and suburban grassland lots.
There are many species of birds that are considered grassland specialists. In the
proceedings of the conference on the ecology and conservation of grassland birds
(Vickery et al. 1999) obligate grassland birds were defined as: “species that are
exclusively adapted to and entirely dependent on grassland habitats and make little or
no use of other habitat types.”. To avoid any confusion with the definition of grassland
birds, I will restrict my discussion to those species of birds for which there is confirmed
evidence of breeding in at least one block of the new Vermont Breeding Bird Atlas
(Vermont Center for Ecostudies 2009), that are associated strictly with grassland
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habitats, and are included in the grassland species list used for analysis of the Breeding
Bird Survey data (Sauer et al. 2008). These birds are:
Bobolink (BOBO) - Dolichonyx oryzivorus;
Horned Lark (HOLA) - Eremophila alpestris;
Eastern Meadowlark (EAME) - Sturnella magna;
Upland Sandpiper (UPSA) - Bartramia longicauda;
Northern Harrier (NOHA) - Circus cyaneus;
Grasshopper Sparrow (GRSP) - Ammodramus savannarum;
Vesper Sparrow (VESP) - Pooecetes gramineus;
Savannah Sparrow (SAVS) - Passerculus sandwichensis;
Sedge wren (SEWR) - Cistothorus platensis.

1.2 Grassland bird decline

For several decades, grassland bird populations have been facing consistent
declines throughout North America, with over 60% of grassland bird species showing a
significant negative population trend (Norment 2002, Cunningham 2005, Sauer et al.
2008). The decline is also particularly severe in the eastern United States where the
proportion of species declining is approximately 70% (Bollinger et al. 1990, Sauer et al.
2008). Furthermore, grassland birds contain the greatest number of birds listed in New
England and New York state as endangered, threatened or of special concern (Norment
2002). Grasslands are also declining throughout North America (Herkert 1994), and
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this decline has been particularly intense in New England and New York over the past
60 years (Vickery et al. 1994).
Analyzing the North American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) data, for North
America, Vermont and the St. Lawrence River Plain physiographic region, it is possible
to examine each species with a significant negative population trend (Sauer et al. 2008).
Of these species (see Table 1), in North America, GRSP and EAME showed around
3%/year negative population trend, around 2%/year for BOBO and HOLA, and around
1%/year for SAVS and NOHA. The proportion of species of grassland birds detected
in Vermont that showed a significant negative population trend is 67%. In Vermont
BOBO and EAME are the two species with the greatest negative population trend:
around 3% per year. The Champlain Valley is included in the St. Lawrence River Plain
physiographic region. For this area, 44% of the species in the grassland bird guild
showed a significant negative population trend. The species in this region that showed a
significant negative trend are HONA, BOBO, EAME and SAVS (Sauer et al. 2008).
Further, an inventory of New England and New York area quantified the distribution
and abundance of breeding grassland birds. Of 109 suitable sites surveyed less than
80% of the sites included the most common grassland bird species, BOBO and SAVS,
and in only 14% of the visited sites was EAME encountered. GRSP, VESP and UPSA
proved to be very rare in Vermont and were observed in less than 5% of the sites
visited (Jones et al. 2000).
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Table 1: Population trend estimates for grassland birds in three areas of North America.
Significant trends are shown in bold

Population trend (% change per year)
Species

North America

Vermont

St. Lawrence

Bobolink
Horned Lark
Eastern Meadowlark
Upland Sandpiper
Northern Harrier
Grasshopper Sparrow

-1.77
-1.98
-2.82
0.35
-1.21
-3.48

-3.25

-3.27
-7.36
-2.89
6.56
-4.11
9.15

Vesper Sparrow
Savannah Sparrow
Sedge Wren

-0.98
-0.98
1.31

-2.85

-0.49

9.12
-2.39

Grassland birds in the CV and in North America rely largely on agricultural
fields and grassland patches increasingly subject to human activities. Multiple causes
have been proposed to explain the decline of grassland birds, but loss of available
habitat and declining habitat quality are recognized as key elements in the decline of
this guild (Bollinger et al. 1990, Herkert 1994, Vickery et al. 1994, Cunningham 2005).
Although agricultural practices led to the expansion of range and increase in abundance
of grassland birds in the eastern United States in the past few centuries (Askins 1999),
the intensification and mechanization of agricultural practices that have characterized
more recent decades are proving to have a deleterious effect on breeding success of
grassland birds (Perlut et al. 2006). In a study on the effect of hay-cropping on BOBO
survival, Bollinger et al. (1990) found that nestling fledging success was over 80% in
undisturbed fields while the nest mortality increased to over 90% in fields cut when
active nests were present.
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1.3 Importance of the Champlain Valley for grassland birds

The Champlain Valley, and more generally, the northeastern United States
supports viable populations of grassland bird species. Shriver et al. (2005) visited over
1100 grassland sites in New England and New York. In the CV 56 sites were surveyed
and the average number of individual grassland bird detected per points (in
parentheses) was calculated. For BOBO (4.8), EAME (0.8), GRSP (0.7), SAVS (5.4),
UPSA (0.2), and VESP (0.4), the relative abundance was comparable to the same value
calculated for the other sub regions in the New England - New York area. The
percentage of sites in which the species were detected was also in line with the
percentages in other sub-regions, with BOBO and SAVS as the most common species
in the CV.
The last few decades saw dramatic declines for grassland bird populations that,
if uninterrupted, could lead to local extinction of some species. However grassland
bird populations are found throughout North America and especially in the Midwest
and declining populations in the Northeast can be viewed as an inevitable consequence
of the reforestation process that is returning forest cover to levels similar to preColumbian times. This process would be less problematic if grassland bird populations
were doing well across the rest of North America and they were declining only in the
Northeast, but declines are generally range wide and reforestation accounts only for
part of the decline of grassland birds. Agricultural intensification and mechanization,
as well as urban development are also contributing to the problem.
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In the Midwest, the demand for arable land and urban development are the main
cause of habitat loss and consequently the decline of grassland birds (Vickery et al.
1999, Norment 2002), and the ongoing loss of grassland birds in the Northeast is
further contributing to overall population declines. The conservation of grassland
habitats combined with bird-friendly management, such as delayed hay cuts, 65 day
intervals between cuts, preserving grasslands as such, and avoiding fragmentation of
grasslands, could provide important reserves for at least some grassland bird species.
In a study conducted to estimate breeding population of grassland birds in the
northeastern United States, Wells and Rosemberg (1999) found this region important,
particularly for conservation of grassland birds’ genetic diversity. Even if the
Northeast does not support the largest part of the population for most species of
grassland birds, 14% of BOBO, 5.4% of EAME, and 3.6% of GRSP breed in this area.
More importantly, considering the genetic variability of grassland bird species, the
Northeast populations include several subspecies which are exhibiting extreme
declines. For example, 12% of the breeding population of Eastern Grasshopper
Sparrow (A. s. pratensis) is found in the northeastern US.
As previously mentioned, the CV is part of the St. Lawrence Plain. This
physiographic area includes the largest population of UPSA in the Northeast and 17%
of the world’s BOBO population (Norment 2002, Rich et al. 2004). Thus, the relatively
large amount of potential habitat (130,000 ha) in the Champlain Valley of VT suggests
that this area can be an important area for grassland birds, regionally and continentally.
The CV, being recognized as an important agricultural area that provides significant
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habitat for grassland birds, fits the goals of the Partners in Flight conservation plan
which promotes conservation of grassland habitat and recognizes the St. Lawrence
Plain as the largest and most important area of grassland in the Northeast (Rich et al.
2004).

1.4 Agri-environmental incentive program availability and economic
considerations

Despite the large acreage of potential habitat in the CV, much of this land is
privately owned and is managed for a variety of purposes (especially dairy farming)
that may be at odds with conservation of grassland bird populations (Troy et al. 2005).
Fortunately, farmers owning land and working in the CV have access to a variety of
incentives or cost share programs from the federal government, state government, or
private organizations that can help them in the protection and management of their
grasslands for the conservation of grassland birds.
The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), part of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture has a series of programs that can support farmers in
changing their management practices to be more bird-friendly. The Environmental
Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) is a program for farmers that promotes agricultural
production that is also environmentally beneficial. Under EQIP, the Vermont NRCS
office is offering pecuniary incentives (see Table 2) for 3 years to farmers who can
make their first hay harvest before June 2nd, then wait 65 days for their second cut. The
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cutting plan allows enough time to most grassland birds to complete their nesting cycle
after the first cut, giving them sufficient time to raise one clutch. Another program to
develop and improve wildlife habitat on private land, called WHIP (Wildlife Habitat
Incentives Program), is available through the NRCS. In WHIP, NRCS provides a costshare for specified habitat improvement practices, with the landowner paying 25% of
the cost and NRCS paying 75%. Vermont NRCS offers cost-share for delayed mowing
(1st August) for the amelioration of grassland habitat specifically for grassland birds.
Another program that offers incentives for the restoration, protection and
enhancement of grassland habitats is the Grassland Reserve Program (GRP). Under
GRP, eligible land can be enrolled in a permanent easement or a long term rental
contract (10 to 20 years). In addition, a 50% cost share restoration agreement may be
placed on land under easement or rental contract.
The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is another federal program that pays
farmers to plant herbaceous cover on their field and maintain it for at least 10 years
with the possibility of extending the contract period for another 10 years. The CRP
program was created with the intent to prevent soil erosion and for water quality control
but now wildlife habitat creation and preservation is also part of the program (NRCS
2008).
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Table 2: Summary of the agri-environmental incentive programs available

Program
EQIP
WHIP

GRP

CRP

Type of incentive
Pecuniary
Cost share
Permanent easement
Long term rental contract
Restoration agreement cost
share
Annual rental payments
Cost share

Amount of incentive

Maximum
time frame

135 $/acre
Up to 75%
Fair market value less the
grazing value
Fair market value
Up to 50%

3 years
10 years
Permanent

Fair market value, rates
based on soil productivity

20 years

Up to 50%

20 Years

20 years

These programs constitute an important resource for landowners interested in
wildlife-friendly management. Nevertheless, these programs may not be perceived by
all possible recipients as tools useful to simultaneously sustain a viable agricultural
sector and promote healthy environment. A benefit-cost analysis has been recently
conducted by NRCS (Bowen et al. 2009) to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the GRP
program in recent years. Bowen et al. (2009) were able to calculate total government
and social cost ($140,749,512), per acre cost ($208), and acre per year cost ($11.49) for
both easements and contracts stipulated using GRP in the 2003-2007 period. However,
it is difficult to calculate expected ecological and economic benefits for land under a
GRP contract. Ecological benefits are hard to measure partly because of the
interconnectedness of many variables. For example, not only do soil quality and type
of vegetation differ between grassland patches but these characteristics also influence
the water quality of the area, making the job of quantifying the ecological benefits of
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different grassland patches difficult. Furthermore, the benefits might be apparent only
years after the enrollment of the grassland parcel in GRP, and applying monetary value
to the long-term ecological benefits and services is difficult. However, some of the
benefits in enrolling in GRP are (Bowen et al. 2009):
Increase in forage production;
Higher water infiltration;
Reduction of soil erosion;
Increase in carbon sequestration;
Reduction of runoff;
Reduction of decline of bird species;
Recreational benefits for hunting, fishing and wildlife observation;
Increased aesthetic value;
Increased educational value;
Transfer of economic and environmental wealth to future generations;
Preservation of land from development;
Investment of money coming from GRP programs into other agricultural
operations.
Of the benefits listed above, it is possible to apply a monetary value only to a
few. Bowen et al. (2009) calculated the benefit value for land under GRP for the forage
productivity, recreational benefits for hunting and wildlife viewing, and for the carbon
sequestration categories, obtaining a total value of $16.20 per acre per year.
Comparing the costs to society ($11.49/acre/year) with the monetary benefits
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($16.20/acre/year) of enrolling a parcel of grassland into GRP it seems evident that
there is a net benefit of $4.71/acre/year. However, landowners might have a different
opinion of the cost effectiveness of enrolling their land into GRP (or other incentive
programs), especially if opportunity costs are taken into account.
In the CV, a large proportion of the agricultural lands are managed as hayfields.
Farmers interviewed to gain information on their willingness to adopt more birdfriendly management practices answered that they would unlikely be willing to take
their “best land” out of hay production or implement wildlife-friendly practices on it
because of the significant financial loss, but might consider taking sub-optimal land out
of production if incentives were available (Troy et al. 2005). Using data obtained from
the National Agricultural Statistics Service (USDA 2009) I was able to determine the
annual price received for tons of hay sold in Vermont ($172/ton in 2008). Dividing the
$172/ton value by the average yield per acre (1.7 tons), I calculated the potential
income from an acre of land (around $102/acre/year in 2008). Assuming that the land
that produced $102/acre/year would be enrolled in EQIP, the value received per acre
enrolled per year would be of $135 (see Table 2), resulting in a net gain for the farmer
of $33 per year even if the portion of land enrolled is not only the marginal land.
The calculations presented above are simplistic and do not consider many
economic factors, land characteristics, social factors, and/or the option of being
enrolled in different incentive programs. However, this simple analysis exemplifies the
potential for financial benefits for all groups involved in the process: landowner,
government, general public, and the resultant positive effects on wildlife. As
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mentioned before, many of the benefits in enrolling in one of the several available
incentive programs are difficult to quantify monetarily and the example calculations
conducted do not consider the ecological services that would make the enrollment into
incentive programs that preserve grasslands even more cost-effective.
Although there are several conservation programs that are available to provide
incentives to landowners to make their land more attractive to grassland birds,
implementation of these programs has not been applied in a spatially targeted manner.
This is apparent in the CV, where there have been limited efforts to conserve grassland
birds in areas that could support large populations of a diversity of species. Thus, a
concerted effort to delineate priority conservation areas can address this shortcoming
and maximize the conservation benefits of these programs. A series of incentives are
available to landowners for bird-friendly management actions, but these programs are
not applied in a spatially targeted manner. To integrate available GIS data to identify
habitats of high quality for grassland birds with the necessity of promoting incentives
programs in these areas, a multicriteria decision analysis process in a GIS environment
was applied.

1.5 Multicriteria decision analysis

In a reserve design framework, both species data and/or habitat quality data can
be used for reserve site selection (Altmoos and Henle 2007). In this paper I chose to
focus on habitat quality. Although some data are available on the relative abundance
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and distribution of grassland birds, the information is generally too sparse to be used in
a reserve design framework. By contrast, habitat quality data are more readily
available throughout the CV.
Multicriteria decision making (MCDM) (or multicriteria decision analysis
[MCDA]) is a procedure that approaches a problem by evaluating of a set of
alternatives to reach a solution that is meaningful and transparent. The core idea of
MCDA methodology is to decompose the problem into manageable components that
are analyzed separately and brought together to obtain a logical solution (Malczewsky
1999).
A decision-making process in a spatial multicriteria decision analysis
framework can be broken down into several components. First, the problem needs to
be defined by the decision maker(s). Criteria, or the basis for a decision that can be
measured and evaluated, are then identified. There are two different types of criteria:
factors and constraints. Factors are criteria in which the element considered is
improved or worsened by its value, while constraints deem the element as suitable or
unsuitable. Because I am working in a spatial framework, the criteria are related to
geographic entities (here, grassland parcels), thus using the two types of criteria, factors
and constraints, criteria maps can be created. Criteria maps are characterized by their
own unique units and range of values; consequently they must be transformed into
comparable and consistent scale ranges using a standardization procedure.
Acknowledging the fact that some criteria might be more important than others, the
decision makers can express their preference by defining weights for each criterion.
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Decision rules are the processes used to combine criteria in order to reach a
particular evaluation, and by which evaluation s are compared and acted upon (Eastman
et al. 1995). There are several decision rules that can be used in GIS-based
multicriteria decision analysis problems. Some examples are: simple additive
weighting (SAW), analytic hierarchy process (AHP), value/utility function methods,
ideal point method, outranking methods, ordered weighted average (OWA), and goal
programming. The actual procedure that applies the decision rule is called an
evaluation. It brings together the geographic data layers based on the weighting
scheme used by the decision makers.
A final important step in the decision analysis framework is a sensitivity
analysis. Here, the goal is to identify the effects of changes in the inputs (geographical
data layers and weights) on the resulting ranking of the parcels. If the changes
observed are minimal the ranking obtained from the evaluation can be considered
adequate and robust (Eastman et al. 1995, Malczewsky 1999, Sener 2004).
In this study, I had access to a spatial database of grassland patches in the
Champlain Valley (O'Neil-Dunne 2006). I incorporated landscape level factors (forest,
grassland, development and roads) and patch level factors (area, management and
conserved), and varied the weights that were associated with each component. I used
the different weighting schemes to develop a set of scenarios and evaluated how each
of these influenced the resulting grassland reserve design strategy.
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1.6 Research objective

Although the CV is an important area for the conservation of grassland birds,
there is the need to focus conservation efforts in areas that will have the greatest
probability of maintaining viable populations of grassland birds. By using detailed GIS
layers with land cover parcels and land management information that is now available
for the CV, it is possible to address the question:

What portions of the Champlain Valley support the highest quality habitat for
grassland birds?

The purpose of this project was to identify priority areas for implementing
conservation programs for grassland birds. Integrating the use of multicriteria decision
analysis with the availability of detailed GIS layers with land management information
(O'Neil-Dunne 2006), and distributional data for grassland birds in the Champlain
Valley (Shustack 2004, Strong 2007), allowed me to select the best potential sites to be
managed specifically for the conservation of grassland birds in the Champlain Valley. I
concluded by providing suggestions on conservation and reserve design strategies.
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CHAPTER 2: IDENTIFYING PRIORITY CONSERVATION AREAS FOR
GRASSLAND BIRDS IN THE CHAMPLAIN VALLEY OF VERMONT

Introduction

Grassland bird populations have been facing consistent declines throughout
North America (Herkert 1994, Walk and Warner 1999, Cunningham and Johnson 2006,
Perlut et al. 2008, Sauer et al. 2008), with population declines >1% per year in the past
40 years (Sauer et al. 2008). At that rate of decline, the total population size would be
reduced by 50% in less than 70 years. Because the proportion of species with
significant negative trend is estimated at 60% for this guild in North America (Norment
2002, Cunningham 2005, Sauer et al. 2008), a large number of grassland bird
individuals is expected to disappear every year.
The decline of grassland birds is also particularly significant in the eastern
United States where the proportion of species declining is approximately 70%
(Bollinger et al. 1990, Sauer et al. 2008). In addition, grassland birds are the guild with
the most number of birds listed as endangered, threatened, or of special concern in New
England and New York (Norment 2002). Grasslands are also declining throughout
North America (Herkert 1994), and this decline has been particularly intense in New
England and New York over the past 60 years (Vickery et al. 1994).
Multiple causes have been proposed to explain the decline of grassland birds,
but loss of available habitat and declining habitat quality are recognized as key
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elements in the decline of this guild (Bollinger et al. 1990, Herkert 1994, Vickery et al.
1994, Cunningham 2005). Although forest clearing for agriculture led to the expansion
and increase in abundance of grassland birds in the eastern United States in the past few
centuries (Askins 1999, Norment 2002), the intensification and mechanization of
agricultural practices in recent decades are proving to have a deleterious effect on
breeding success of grassland birds (Bollinger et al. 1990, Perlut et al. 2006).
Grassland birds in the Champlain Valley of Vermont (CV) and, more in general in the
United States, rely largely on agricultural fields and grassland patches increasingly
subjected to human activities. The disappearance of grasslands, due to intensification
of agricultural activities and conversion to monocultures, is contributing to the overall
loss of grassland birds (Bollinger et al. 1990, Herkert 1994, Forman et al. 2002, Perlut
et al. 2006).
The relatively large amount of potential habitat (130,000 ha) in the CV, and the
inclusion of the Valley in the St. Lawrence plain physiographic region, which supports
some of the largest populations of grassland birds in eastern North America, identifies
this area as an important agricultural area that provides significant habitat for grassland
birds, and as a potential hot spot for the guild (Jones et al. 2000, Rich et al. 2004).
The purpose of this paper is to identify grasslands in the CV that offer the
highest potential as breeding grounds for grassland birds with the goal of promoting of
these locations for grassland bird conservation. Conservation of high quality habitat
and the implementation of bird-friendly management should guarantee not only
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maintenance of an agricultural landscape, vital to and characteristic of Vermont, but
more importantly enhance grassland bird biodiversity, and biodiversity overall.
The conservation of grassland birds and their habitat as well as of the overall
biodiversity of the CV, is a process that unavoidably competes with the needs of
society for development and maximizing production of the agricultural activities.
Thus, in the selection of priority conservation areas for grassland birds the goal of
maximization of the biodiversity preserved must be considered with the minimization
of costs to society, to make the effort of protecting grassland habitat logistically and
economically feasible (Cameron et al. 2008). Although there are several conservation
programs that are available to provide incentives to landowners to make their land more
attractive to grassland birds, implementation of these programs has not been applied in
a spatially targeted manner. Thus, a concerted effort to delineate priority conservation
areas can address this shortcoming and maximize the conservation benefits of these
programs.
I used multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) integrated with GIS technologies
to identify priority conservation areas for grassland birds. Specifically, I used a slightly
modified Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). In this approach, evaluation criteria were
chosen and a GIS database was created to include criteria maps. Because the study and
analysis of landscape characteristics is becoming increasingly important in wildlife
ecology and management studies both patch- and landscape-level characteristics were
included in the criteria definition. Patch-level characteristics such as area, shape, and
isolation are known to affect wildlife populations. However landscape-level
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characteristics, the structure and composition of the landscape matrix that include the
patches of habitat, have recently been shown to have equally important effects on the
viability of animal populations (Ribic and Sample 2001, Bakker et al. 2002, Rodewald
2003).
Once the criteria were chosen, a decision rule was selected to combine the
identified criteria (in this case AHP was the decision rule used), weighting schemes for
all criteria were established and values within each criterion were standardized. After
running the multi criteria evaluation, a sensitivity analysis was conducted using all the
alternative scenarios produced by the evaluation, and “quality” maps were generated.
In these maps, each grassland patch received a value for its quality for grassland birds
based on habitat characteristics.
Validation of the quality maps was then conducted using point count and
Breeding Bird Atlas data. Finally, some suggestions were proposed on which patches
in the quality maps could meet different allocation targets and habitat acquisition and
conservation strategies.
The objective of this study was to use AHP, integrated into a GIS database to
identify priority conservation areas for grassland birds in the CV, and provide managers
and stakeholders with a practical tool (maps) that can be used to plan a system of
protected grassland areas that should conserve or increase grassland bird diversity of
the region.
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2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Study area

The Champlain Valley is a 600,000 ha region in the northeastern portion of
North America that surrounds Lake Champlain and is divided between the states of
Vermont and New York and the Canadian province Quebec. The Valley is bounded by
the Green Mountains to the west, the Adirondack Mountains to the east, and it opens to
the north into the Saint Lawrence River Valley.
The area of interest for this study (see Figure 1) was the Vermont portion of the
Champlain Valley (CV). In this area, an urbanized landscape characterizes the central
CV while northern and southern portions are made up of scattered residential areas
embedded in a matrix of agricultural land. Deciduous and mixed coniferous-deciduous
forest fragments are scattered within this matrix on the eastern portion of the CV and
become the most dominant aspect of the western part of the landscape. An extensive
road network is present throughout the CV.
The topography of the CV is dominated by low to moderate elevations closer to
Lake Champlain, and elevations increase from west to east toward the Green
Mountains. The lowest elevations, around 30 m above sea level, are found on the
beaches of the lake and the highest, 100-200 m, at the base of the Green Mountains.
The land use/land cover of the CV can be summarized as follows: 26% agriculture,
50% forest, 9% urban, 13% lakes and rivers and 2% wetlands (O'Neil-Dunne 2001).
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Using the National Agricultural Imagery Program’s 2003 orthopothographs, the
UVM Spatial Analysis Laboratory recently calculated that the Champlain Valley of
Vermont, as of 2003, included almost 130,000 ha of agricultural and suburban open
fields (grassland patches) (O'Neil-Dunne 2006). These grassland patches are identified
as the smallest units of land characterized by the same land cover, land management,
and owner, and which boundaries are delineated by permanent features such as roads,
water bodies, fence lines, and hedge rows (USDA 2008). The grassland patches are
distinguished as crop fields, including corn, hay, other crops, and fallow, or suburban
pastures, including either agriculture pastures or large non-agricultural (suburban)
fields.
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Figure 1: Study area-the Champlain Valley of Vermont divided into 4 counties.
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2.1.2 Criteria

I developed a set of criteria to use in a decision analysis to identify priority
conservation areas for grassland birds in the CV. The criteria were based on an
extensive literature review on grassland bird habitat selection strategies, contacts with
local experts on these species, and the availability of spatial information for inclusion in
the analysis. Seven criteria resulted from these processes. All criteria were suggested
as important in grassland bird habitat selection by the literature reviewed and/or the
experts, and spatial data for each criterion was available, obtainable, or could be created
through existing data.
Different grassland bird species perceive the landscape in different ways, and
the occurrence and density of these birds is influenced by both patch, landscape and
more often a combination of patch and landscape level characteristics (Bakker et al.
2002, Cunningham and Johnson 2006). Thus, in this study, I focused on both the
attributes of individual patches, as well as the landscape in which they are embedded, to
address reserve design strategies for grassland birds. In this paper, the combination of
patch attributes, or criteria, are grouped into the patch component. The combination of
the landscape criteria are grouped into the landscape component. These two
component values and the different weights given during the sensitivity analysis
differentiate the “macro” strategies in the model development. Individual criterion
(described below) and the different weights given during the sensitivity analysis
constitute the “micro” strategies in the model development.
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Additionally, criteria that consider the human aspect are included. Specifically
management and conservation information were included to direct the selection toward
grassland patches that are not intensively used for agriculture (i.e. suburban grasslands
and pastures), and already conserved areas where the application of bird-friendly
management may be more feasible.

Landscape component
In her literature review, Rodewald (2003), identified roads, forests, agriculture,
and urban development as the main land uses within a landscape that affect richness
and abundance of wildlife in habitat patches embedded in the landscape matrix.
Similarly, Bakker et al. (2002) identified the same criteria as affecting the occurrence
and density of several grassland passerines. The criteria used here are presented with a
brief summary of the literature. For each criterion there is also a concise description of
how the criteria map was implemented in GIS and how the patch value was determined.

A. Landscape variables: Forest, Grassland and Development
The amount of grassland habitat present around each grassland patch is
important in determining quality for grassland bird. Large blocks of grasslands are
more attractive to grassland birds then small patches intermingled with other kind of
habitats. Having evolved in an ecosystem characterized by open grassy spaces,
grassland birds might have difficulty in recognizing these small grassland patches as
“familiar” habitat. Thus, fragmentation of grassland habitat might not trigger a settling
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response in grassland birds (Walk and Warner 1999). On the other hand, if grassland
habitat is clustered, the landscape may be perceived as more attractive to grassland
birds and could provide suitable habitat for species with large territories that can use
adjacent grassland patches to fulfill their nesting and foraging requirements
(Cunningham 2005).
The effect of variation in landscape characteristics have been analyzed by
several authors. In south-central Wisconsin, Ribic and Sample (2001) studied several
landscape variables (distance from woody vegetation, cover type in three distance
buffer up to 800 m and diversity index of each cover type) and looked for correlations
with the density of Savannah sparrow (SAVS), Eastern Meadowlark (EAME),
Bobolink (BOBO) and other grassland species. Their results showed that in general,
the grassland bird species’ density varied with both field and landscape variables, but
BOBO and EAME were influenced exclusively by landscape-level factors. BOBO was
more frequently observed in landscapes with low habitat diversity, low density of
wooded areas, and high presence of hay and grassland at the landscape scale (within an
800 m radius). EAME were only influenced by the landscape level factors up to 400 m,
with higher densities in landscapes with distant woods and high frequency of
hedgerows. SAVS densities were associated positively with some field habitat
variables (dry pasture and alfalfa fields) and with a low proportion of residential areas
and low habitat diversity within the 800 m landscape. In general, for all grassland birds
considered, landscapes dominated by grasslands and hay fields were positively
correlated with the density of the birds (Ribic and Sample 2001).
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Similar results were obtained by Winter et al. (2006) in the Midwest when
examining the effect of the proportion of the landscape covered by trees and shrubs at
the landscape level (in this case 200 and 1000 m from the study plot). Densities of
SAVS and BOBO decreased as the proportion of the landscape covered by shrubs and
trees at the landscape level increased (Winter et al. 2006).
Shustack (2004) analyzed the landscape characteristics of the potential habitat
for BOBO and SAVS in the Champlain Valley of Vermont. He found that BOBO was
always influenced more strongly by landscape factors even if the relative importance of
the various landscape factors changed during successive visits. In particular, the
absence of forested or developed areas within 2500 m was the landscape parameter that
most influenced this species’ abundance. Interestingly, and in contrast with most of the
other studies that suggested an avoidance of wooded areas by BOBO, the openness of
the landscape positively influenced the density of BOBO more than the presence of
woods, but BOBO was attracted to wooded edges. For SAVS, landscape variables
within 500 m most influenced the species abundance. Particularly, the openness and
the amount of grassy habitats at this level were the most important variables (Shustack
2004).
In this study, I used the land use categories of forest, grassland, and
development to generate maps in which grassland patches were scaled, using values
between 0 and 1, based on the amount of forest, grassland or developed habitat that was
present within a 3000 m buffer around each patch. The choice of a 3000 m buffer was
based on a recent study conducted on BOBO and SAVS dispersal in the Champlain
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Valley by Fajardo et al. (2009). The authors found that breeding dispersal of all SAVS
and over 95% of the BOBO was within 2100 m of their previous year’s nest site. When
analyzing natal dispersal, all SAVS dispersing, and over 90% of dispersing BOBO,
were recorded within 3000 m from their nest site. Thus 3000 m appears to be an
appropriate buffer width to evaluate the influence of landscape on site selection for
grassland birds. (Fajardo et al. 2009).
The grassland criterion was used to rank grassland patches, using values
between 0 and 1, based on the area of grassland within a 3000 m buffer around each
grassland patch. Because grassland birds obviously use grassland habitats, patches
surrounded by other grasslands support greater abundances and receive a value close to
1 and patches surrounded by a highly forested or urbanized matrix will be given a value
closer to 0. The input feature class for the grassland criterion map was the union of two
vector layers that included agricultural crops (CROP), and suburban and pasture land
(SUBPAST, see below for more details), and that contained polygons of all the
grassland patches present in the CV.
The forest and development criteria are cost criteria. Because grassland birds
tend to avoid forested and developed habitats (Ribic and Sample 2001, Shustack 2004,
Winter et al. 2006), values close to 0 were attributed to patches immersed in a highly
forested or urbanized matrix. On the contrary, patches surrounded by a less-forested or
urbanized landscape received values closer to 1, and will generally be of higher quality
for grassland birds. The input raster layer for the forest criterion was the National Land
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Cover Database 2001 tree canopy layer. The development criterion input raster layer
was the National Land Cover Database 2001 impervious layer.
I assessed correlations among the landscape criteria forest, development and
grassland to avoid the inclusion of criterion with redundant information. A Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient was calculated because none of the three criteria were
normally distributed. I found a strong negative correlation (r = -0.784) between forest
and grassland while for the other two combinations the correlation was absent or very
weak. Selecting the points (corresponding to specific grassland patches) from the
forest x grassland scatterplot graph (Figure 2) located away from the correlation line, I
was able to identify the grassland patches that deviated from the correlation line as
those located along the shore of Lake Champlain, including most of the grassland
patches in Grand Isle County, and patches in Chittenden County where the two
dominant land use types are development and grassland but not forest. Considering
that more than 20% of grassland patches do not show a strong correlation between
forest and grassland, I included both criteria in my analysis because they provide
different information to the decision selection process.
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Figure 2: Scatterplot matrix of the landscape component criteria. In the lower left corner are the
three possible combinations of landscape criteria. In the upper right corner there is a close up of
the combination forest/grassland.

B. Roads criterion
Traffic, and in particular traffic noise, can affect avian communities within
several hundred meters of roads (Reijnen et al. 1996, Forman et al. 2002). Because
grassland birds tend to avoid suitable habitat close to roads (Reijnen et al. 1996,
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Forman et al. 2002), distance from road was used as a factor that influenced habitat
quality.
I created four categories of road types based on road size and traffic (Forman et
al. 2002) to generate buffers of different widths that could be used to address the effects
on habitat quality. Multilane highways are principal arterial roads with 4 or more lanes
of traffic, usually with a central divider and a traffic volume of ≥ 30,000 vehicles/day.
Two-lane highways are urban (or rural) arterial roads with 2 or 3 lanes and a traffic
volume of 15,000 to 30,000 vehicles/day. Through streets are minor arterial roads or
other through roads with a traffic volume between 8000 and 15,000 vehicles/day.
Other streets include small roads with traffic volume of less than 8000 vehicles per day
(Forman et al. 2002).
Regular breeding by grassland birds was not found within 400 m from through
streets. No grassland birds were present or regularly bred on grasslands within 700 m
from two lane highways or within 1200 m of multilane highways (Forman et al. 2002).
Using these values, I created buffers widths around roads in each category that
corresponded to these values and combined these buffers into a road criterion map.
Grassland patches completely within the buffer around each road received a road
criterion value of 0. Grassland patches completely outside the road buffers were
attributed the value of 1, and grassland patches partly intersecting the road buffers
received a value between 0 and 1 based on the percentage of the patch area included in
the buffer. The input layers for the road criteria, obtainable from the VCGI website
(VCGI 2009), were the road centerline data layer (TransRoad_RDS), and the
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TransStat_ADT data layer that included average annual daily traffic for most roads of
Vermont.

Patch component
A. Area
Many authors have studied the occurrence and abundance of grassland birds in
relation to patch size (Herkert 1994, Walk and Warner 1999) and based on these
results, proposed a minimum patch size requirements for grassland birds. Generally
grassland patch area was positively correlated with probability of occurrence and
abundance of many grassland birds (Cunningham 2005, Ribic et al. 2009). Forman et
al. (2002) proposed a 2 ha minimum patch size for occasional grassland bird presence
and patches larger than 7.2 ha were found to be the minimum size for regular grassland
bird breeding. The larger the grassland patch, the higher the species richness and
abundance of grassland birds (Bollinger et al. 1990, Herkert 1994, Walk and Warner
1999).
However, area requirements vary for different species of grassland birds. UPSA
and GRSP are species that require larger patches, at least 100 ha, while more common
species such as SAVS require smaller grassland patches and are found in 10 ha patches
(Vickery et al. 1994). Herkert (1994) found area requirements for species in his study
(EAME, SAVS, BOBO and GRSP) to be variable and ranged from 5 to 55 ha. Species
richness also increased with size of grassland patches in Maine (Vickery et al. 1994).
In general, Vickery et al. (1994) suggested grasslands larger than 50 ha (ideally 200 ha)
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will be inhabited by a diverse bird community, and smaller areas (5-10 ha) were
“secondary breeding sites”.
The area criterion map ranks grassland patches, using values between 0 and 1,
based on the size of each patch. Because grassland birds tend to prefer large grassland
patches, larger patches, generally, used more by grassland birds, have a value close to
1, and smaller patches have a value close to 0. The input feature class was the union of
the CROP and SUBPAST layers that included all the grassland patches present in the
Champlain Valley of Vermont.

B. Management
The intensification of agricultural practices in grasslands has been identified as
one of the causes of the decline of grassland birds (Perlut et al. 2008) and yet,
especially in the Northeast, grassland birds are almost exclusively dependent on
“artificial” grassland habitats subjected to agricultural activities during the breeding
season (Warren and Anderson 2005). Generally, management activities on grassland
fields have a negative impact on grassland birds. When hayfields are mowed during the
breeding season the reproductive success of grassland birds is reduced. Bollinger et al.
(1990) found that the survival of bobolink eggs and nestlings was only 6%. But, if
fields are managed in a bird-friendly way, for example delaying hay cuts until late
summer when the bird breeding season is over, mowing can be seen as a way to set
back succession and favor the maintenance of suitable habitat (Warren and Anderson
2005).
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In New England and in the CV, most grasslands are in private ownership and
are managed as hayfields. The cutting schedule of these grassland hayfields has
increased in intensity in the last few decades, becoming in many cases incompatible
with the reproductive cycle of grassland birds (Troy et al. 2005). Thus, the viability of
grassland bird populations in the CV depends on the ability and willingness of the
owners of these fields to reduce the intensity of management practices on some of their
land (Perlut et al. 2008). Based on a survey of farmers in the CV, Troy et al. (2005)
found that farmers were unlikely to delay their first cut, especially because of the
financial losses associated with decreased milk production. Some of the farmers,
however, might be willing to limit cutting in land that is sub-optimal for agricultural
production if subsidies were provided.
These results show the constraints facing dairy farmers in incorporating
wildlife/bird friendly management practices grasslands. However, in the CV, as in
other parts of New England, there are many landowners who own large portions of
grasslands formerly managed as hayfields but are now lightly managed and still
available to grassland birds. These non-agricultural landowners seem to have fewer
economic constraints and might be more inclined to adopt bird friendly managements
practices (Troy et al. 2005).
Because crop rotation is a common practice in the CV, it is difficult to generate
a static GIS layer that includes current information on the management of each
grassland patch. However, the spatial data used in this analysis were separated into two
separate layers. The CROP dataset included fields used for agricultural purposes may
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be used for corn production periodically and in other years might be idle or rotated to
grass or legume forage crops, and available to grassland birds. The SUBPAST dataset
included patches of grassland that are currently managed as pasture or suburban
grassland habitats.
Taking advantage of this classification, I considered it to be valuable to
prioritize patches in the SUBPAST layer. First, these patches are maintained as
grasslands indeterminately so they are always available to grassland birds during the
breeding season. Crop patches can be available for a few years if in forage crops, but
might be put into row crops (corn) in other years and thus unsuitable for grassland birds
as breeding habitats. Secondly, suburban grassland habitats are not generally used
intensively for agricultural purposes and the owners might be more willing to adopt
wildlife-focused management. Without landowner awareness, conservation and
management of grasslands for birds will be unlikely to occur. These landowners are
the most likely to manage their land for aesthetic or intrinsic values, not only for
economic purposes. Grassland patches included in the SUBPAST feature class were
prioritized and received a value of 1 while all other grassland patches received a value
of 0.

C. Conserved
Pre-existing protected areas were introduced in the model using the
“Conserved” layer produced by the Spatial Analysis Laboratory at UVM. This feature
class includes public and private parcels that are under any kind of land and natural
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resources conservation program. The conserved layer is interpolated with the grassland
patch distribution to obtain a ranked value of the grassland patches on the basis of their
inclusion in already protected areas. Parks, nature preserves and land easements that
include grassland can be used as core areas for reserves and can complement patches
outside of protected areas that might be too small to be considered for protection on
their own. Further, owners that are already aware of the importance of preserving
natural resources might be more likely to apply grassland bird-friendly managements to
their already protected land. Grassland patches were scored (values vary between 0 and
1) based on the proportion of their area included in a preserved area.

D. Ratio perimeter/area
Two patches of similar-sized grasslands may have different abilities to support
grassland birds because of differences in patch shape and, as a result, edge effects.
Some of the negative effects of edges on grassland birds are higher predation and
parasitism rates on nests close to forested edges and edge avoidance by some grassland
birds (Helzer and Jelinski 1999).
Perimeter-area ratio can be use to characterize the amount of patch area exposed
to edges without any subjective analysis on the distance affected by the edge effect.
Patches with indented boundaries, elongated shapes and smaller sizes have higher
perimeter-area ratios compared to large, rounded patches with straight perimeters.
Helzer and Jelinsky (1999) found that the perimeter-area ratio was more strongly
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correlated with species richness and probability of occurrence of some grassland birds
than patch area.
Because the perimeter/area ratio comprises information on both size and shape
of a habitat patch it is considered a more effective measure of the patch quality (Helzer
and Jelinski 1999). In the perimeter/area map for each grassland patch, the
perimeter/area was calculated by dividing the perimeter length by the patch area.
Perimeter/area values were standardized and, because the richness in grassland birds
was greater in patches with a small perimeter/area ratio (Helzer and Jelinski 1999),
patches with smaller ratios received a value close to 1 and patches with a large ratio
received a value close to 0.

Standardization of criterion scores
After identifying the evaluation criteria, each criterion was standardized using a
linear scalar transformation so that different numerical scales could be compared on a
scale from 0 to 1 (Malczewsky 1999). For the cost criteria (ratio perimeter/area, forest
and development), in which the lower the value of the criterion, the greater the chance
for a bird to select the patch, the formula used to standardize the value of these criteria
for each patch was:

where

is the new standardized criterion value,

is the maximum value that

can take and

take.
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is the original criterion value,
is the minimum value that

can

For the calculation of the standardized values of the benefit criteria (area and
grassland) the formula used was:

Management, conserved and road criteria were already on a scale that varied
between 0 and 1 and did not needed to be normalized.
The preparation of all criterion maps was conducted using ArcGis’
ModelBuilder (ESRI 2008). The tool generated with ModelBuilder offers an overview
of the steps taken in the creation of the criterion maps and assures that the process used
is repeatable and adaptable to other similar situations and is available for download
upon request.

2.1.3 Weight definition

To determine the relative importance of each criterion and to designate the
weights to give to the criteria, two different methods were used. For some of the 36
scenarios studied in the sensitivity analysis (see following sections), the weights were
directly obtained by interpreting the literature analyzed and determining the consistency
of the results using the consistency ratio calculations. For the “expert” scenarios,
weights were computed using a pairwise comparison method (Saaty 1980). To apply
this method, I created a pairwise comparison matrix using a 1 to 9 scale for pairwise
comparisons proposed by Saaty (Table 3).
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Table 3: 1 to 9 scale for pairwise comparison and the creation of pairwise matrix (Saaty 1980).
Intensity of
importance

Definition

Explanation (comparing elements A and B)

1

Equal importance

Elements A and B are equally important

3

Moderate importance

Element A is moderatly more important than element B

5

9

Strong importance
Very strong
importance
Extreme importance

Element A is strongly more important than element B
Element A is very strongly more important than element
B
Element A is extremely more important than element B

2,4,6,8

Intermediate values

7

Reciprocals

Inverse judgment

Element A is less important than element B

To evaluate the relative importance of the various criteria within the Patch and
Landscape components in the expert scenarios, I created a survey which was distributed
to grassland bird experts in Vermont. In the survey, the experts were asked to compare
pairs of criteria and decide which of the two was more important, and quantify the
intensity of importance with respect to habitat selection for grassland birds using the
Saaty scale. The pairwise comparison matrix (Table 4 and Table 5) was filled in using
the numeric values of intensity of importance. To reconcile discordances among expert
opinions, a meeting was held in which each pairwise comparison was discussed until a
consistency ratio (see below) lower than 0.10 was obtained. I then averaged the results
from the experts to quantify the relative importance of each criterion.
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Table 4: Pairwise comparison matrix for the LANDSCAPE component generated using expert
opinion. For example, grassland (first row) was judged to be strongly more important than forest
and strongly to very strongly more important than development and roads.

Criteria

Grassland
Forest
Development
Road

Grassland

Forest

Development

Roads

1
1/5
1/6
1/6

5
1
1/2
1/4

6
2
1
1/2

6
4
2
1

Table 5: Pairwise comparison matrix for the PATCH component generated using expert opinions.
For example, area (first row) was judged to be moderate to strongly more important than
management, very strongly to extremely more important than conserved status.

Criteria

Area

Management

Conserved

Area
Management
Conserved

1
1/4
1/8

4
1
1/5

8
5
1

The final weights for each criterion were derived by summing each column in
the pairwise comparison matrix, creating a normalized comparison matrix by dividing
each element in the matrix by the total of each column, and calculating the average of
the elements in each row of the normalized matrix. The averages resulting from the
normalized matrix were used as an estimate of the weight of each criterion.
To determine if the comparisons used to calculate the weights were consistent, a
consistency ratio (CR) was calculated (see Saaty (1980) and Malczewsky (1999) for
more details).
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With different combinations of weights, 36 alternative scenarios were produced
and analyzed in a sensitivity analysis (see sensitivity analysis section for more details).
Table 6 and Table 7 represent the weights obtained with the calculation of the pairwise
(EXPERT) scenario and the relative CR. Consistency ratios lower than 0.10 indicate a
reasonable level of consistency in the pairwise comparison (Saaty 1980, Malczewsky
1999).

Table 6: Landscape component weights for the EXPERT scenario derived by calculating the
eigenvector of the pairwise comparison matrix. The consistency ratio (CR) indicates the level of
consistency in the pairwise comparison. CR < 0.10 indicates a reasonable level of consistency

Criteria

Weight

Grassland
Forest
Development
Road

0.62
0.20
0.11
0.07

CR

0.052

Table 7: Patch component weights for the EXPERT scenario derived by calculating the
eigenvector of the pairwise comparison matrix. The consistency ratio (CR) indicates the level of
consistency in the pairwise comparison. CR < 0.10 indicates a reasonable level of consistency

Criteria

Weight

Area
Management
Conserved

0.69
0.24
0.07

CR

0.082
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2.1.4 Analytic Hierarchy Process

The combination of MCDA and GIS offers a practical way to combine
geographical data and decision maker’s preferences to produce data usable in decision
making (Malczewsky 2006). I used the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to identify
the priority areas. In this method, criteria used to rank grassland parcels were
organized hierarchically. Weights were calculated for each criterion of the hierarchy
and combined with the correspondent component value using weighted linear sums to
obtain the overall score for each parcel (Malczewsky 1999).
AHP was chosen because it is a flexible technique, easily incorporated into
GIS-based analysis, can be used by one or more decision makers, and identifies and
accounts for inconsistencies of decision makers. Taking advantage of these
characteristics, grassland bird experts were involved in the prioritization of criteria and
the consistency of the weight defined was evaluated with the calculation of a
consistency ratio (Malczewsky 1999).
Analytic Hierarchy Process is also widely used to address spatial multiattribute
decision making processes. In this method, the decision maker(s) breaks down the
decision problem in a hierarchy that, starting from the goal (in this case identifying
priority conservation areas for grassland birds), moves down step by step through the
hierarchy, defining criteria, standardizing values, giving weights and producing rating
maps. Elements of the hierarchy are: landscape and patch component (second level of
the hierarchy after the goal), and the criteria within each of this component (third level
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of the hierarchy). The hierarchical structure used to identify priority conservation areas
for grassland birds is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Hierarchical structure for prioritization of grassland patches in the Champlain Valley
(modified from Malczewski 1999).

Elements on the same level of the hierarchy are compared with each other on a
pairwise basis to decide element weights (here based on expert opinion), and then
weights are multiplied by the criteria map values. The total value for the patch is
obtained (using the additive model described below), by summing the result of the
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multiplication of weights by criteria within each component, and then summing the
result of the multiplication of weights by components (Malczewsky 1999).
After criteria were standardized and weights defined, an additive model was
implemented. First the weights of each criterion multiplied by the criterion value were
summed within each component. The formula used for the landscape component was

,
where

and

is the score of each parcel for the

th criterion in the landscape component

is the weight for the same criterion (

=1 and

). I used the

same approach for the patch component with the formula:

where

is the score of each parcel for the

is the weight for the same criterion (

th criterion in the patch component and

=1 and

). Finally, the

overall model that includes the weights by which each attribute of the components was
implemented:

where

is the weight for the landscape component,

component, (

and

is the weight for the patch

) and S is the resulting value for each patch.

This process was repeated across 36 scenarios generated by changing weights both at
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component (“macro”, landscape or patch) and criteria (“micro”; grassland,
development, forest and road within landscape: patch size, perimeter/area, management
and conservation status within patch) levels (see sensitivity analysis section below for
more details).
The procedure described above was used to create two different maps which
represent grassland bird quality. The first map – GP - was produced using the
grassland patch dataset, the second – AGP – by implementing a dataset of aggregated
grassland patches. This dataset was produced to address potential uncertainty about the
artificial separation between grassland patches in the original vector dataset where
adjacent patches could have been separated into two polygons only on the basis of
different ownership, a factor that grassland birds cannot perceive during the habitat
selection process. The AGP dataset was created using the “aggregate” tool in ArcMap
and selecting 1m as the distance between patches. The newly created dataset was
corrected for imprecision and polygons ≤ 900 m2 (minimum pixel unit for raster
datasets) were checked to verify correct aggregation with adjacent patches.
The identification of priority conservation areas for grassland birds was
conducted using ArcGis® (ESRI 2008) and Excel® software. Once the criteria values
were created using ArcGIS, the tables from the GIS software were transferred to Excel
where weights were attributed to each patch based on each of the scenarios described
below. The final values for each patch and each scenario were transferred back to
ArcGIS for the analysis of final results and preparation of reserve design maps.
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2.1.5 Model development and sensitivity analysis

Many potentially equally valid scenarios were created by varying the values of
the weights both at the component and criteria level. Therefore, I conducted a
sensitivity analysis to address the variability of the model parameters due to the lack of
precise knowledge of the relative importance of each criterion for grassland bird habitat
selection.

Table 8: Summary of the Macro strategies including description and weight attributed.
Description
Macro Strategy M1

Landscape component equal to Patch
component

Macro strategy M2

Landscape component more important
than Patch component

Macro Strategy M3

Patch component more important than
Landscape component

Weighting coefficient
Landscape:
0.5
Patch:
0.5
1
Sum:
Landscape:
0.75
Patch:
0.25
1
Sum:
Landscape:
0.25
Patch:
0.75
1
Sum:

The set of scenarios developed was the result of a combination of componentlevel (“macro”) and criteria-level (“micro”) assumptions regarding the relative
importance of variables in determining priority conservation areas for grassland birds.
At the component level, I evaluated the relative importance of the sum of landscape
variables versus the sum of patch variables. Weights for landscape and patch variables
varied (see Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10) to allow analysis of a wide spectrum of
possible outcomes (Lowry et al. 1995). Because both patch and landscape components
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are recognized in the literature as factors used in breeding habitat selection by grassland
birds, I did not include strategies that accounted only for one of the components.

Table 9: Summary of the Micro strategies for the LANDSCAPE component, including description
and weight attributed.
Description
Weighting coefficient

Micro Strategy LAND1 EQUAL

All criteria proportionally equal

Micro Strategy LAND2 –
OPEN

Openess of the landscape is prioritized
(based on Shustack 2004)

Micro Strategy LAND3 EXPERT

Expert opinion that prioritize grasslands
over all other criteria

Grassland
Forest
Development
Roads
Sum
Grassland
Forest
Development
Roads
Sum
Grassland
Forest
Development
Roads
Sum

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
1
0.48
0.11
0.11
0.3
1
0.62
0.2
0.11
0.07
1

I evaluated three macro-level strategies. The first was a balanced strategy,
where the weights of the landscape and patch components were kept equal. In the
second component strategy a greater weight was given to the landscape component
relative to the patch component, while in strategy three the situation is reversed with a
greater weight given to the patch component. Table 8 summarizes the three macro
strategies and the weights of each component.
The objective of the micro strategies was to give weights to individual criteria
that reflect variability within both the landscape and patch components (Table 9). The
EXPERT micro strategies (for both patch and landscape components) was derived from
the pairwise comparison generated by the grassland bird experts. The involvement of
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several experts in the selection of the weight for the EXPERT strategy should speak in
favor of the accuracy of their choice but cannot account for subjectivity and variability.
For this reason two other micro strategies were included. The EQUAL landscape micro
strategy was used as a standard strategy where all criteria weights were equal to each
other and can be considered a “general sensitivity” strategy (Lowry et al. 1995). The
OPEN landscape micro strategy was generated on the basis of a grassland bird analysis
conducted in the CV by Shustack (2004). In this work, openness of the landscape was
found important for habitat selection in both BOBO and SAVS (Shustack 2004).
Following Shustack’s (2004) example, lower weights were attributed to forest and
development criteria in the landscape component while the grassland criterion received
a higher value.
Table 10: Summary of the Micro strategies for the PATCH component, including description and
weight attributed.
Description
Weighting coefficient
Micro Strategy PATCH1 MANAGEMENT

Management criteria is prioritized

Micro Strategy PATCH2 EXPERT2

Expert opinion that prioritize area over
all other criteria

Micro Strategy PATCH3 MANAGEMENT_PA

Management criteria is prioritized and
perimeter/area ratio is used instead of
area criteria

Micro Strategy PATCH4 EXPERT2_PA

Expert opinion that prioritize area over
all other criteria - perimeter/area ratio
used instead of area
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Area
Management
Conserved
Sum
Area
Management
Conserved
Sum
Perimeter/area
Management
Conserved
Sum
Perimeter/area
Management
Conserved
Sum

0.31
0.58
0.11
1
0.69
0.24
0.07
1
0.31
0.58
0.11
1
0.69
0.24
0.07
1

Within the patch component, area-related criteria were factors used by grassland
birds in habitat selection while the conserved and management criteria were designed to
address the potential for implementation of reserve design strategies. Size and shape of
grassland patches seem to have direct influence on the grassland bird habitat selection
process and for this reason are prioritized within the patch component receiving higher
weights. Two micro strategies are proposed for the patch component. The first micro
strategy includes the area criterion while the second includes the perimeter/area
criterion (Table 10). These two criteria are used independently because of their strong
correlation.

Table 11: Macro and micro strategies combination (Lowry et al. 1995).
Macro strategy 1
(M1)

Macro strategy 2
(M2)

Macro strategy 3
(M3)

Micro strategy
LAND

Micro strategy
PATCH

LAND = 0.5

LAND = 0.75

LAND = 0.25

PATCH = 0.5

PATCH = 0.25

PATCH = 0.75

LAND1

PATCH1

Scenario1 (S1)

Scenario13 (S13)

Scenario25 (S25)

LAND1

PATCH2

Scenario2 (S2)

Scenario14 (S14)

Scenario26 (S26)

LAND1

PATCH3

Scenario3 (S3)

Scenario15 (S15)

Scenario27 (S27)

LAND1

PATCH4

Scenario4 (S4)

Scenario16 (S16)

Scenario28 (S28)

LAND2

PATCH1

Scenario5 (S5)

Scenario17 (S17)

Scenario29 (S29)

LAND2

PATCH2

Scenario6 (S6)

Scenario18 (S18)

Scenario30 (S30)

LAND2

PATCH3

Scenario7 (S7)

Scenario19 (S19)

Scenario31 (S31)

LAND2

PATCH4

Scenario8 (S8)

Scenario20 (S20)

Scenario32 (S32)

LAND3

PATCH1

Scenario9 (S9)

Scenario21 (S21)

Scenario33 (S33)

LAND3

PATCH2

Scenario10 (S10)

Scenario22 (S22)

Scenario34 (S34)

LAND3

PATCH3

Scenario11 (S11)

Scenario23 (S23)

Scenario35 (S35)

LAND3

PATCH4

Scenario12 (S12)

Scenario24 (S24)

Scenario36 (S36)
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2.1.6 Priority conservation areas identification and “quality” map generation

An evaluation and the combination of the outcomes from the sensitivity analysis
will allow the selection of the geographic areas where outreach for the promotion of
bird-friendly management should be concentrated. The combination of the thirty-six
alternative scenarios as described below offer the opportunity to identify the areas of
good quality for grassland birds independently from weights.
Within each scenario map, and using both GP and AGP datasets, the grassland
patches were classified into 5 quality classes. Because the resulting values from each
scenario can vary between 0 and 1, the 5 quality classes were identified as follow:
“Very low” (values

), “Low” (values

), “High” (values

), “Medium” (values

), and “Very high” (values

). Grassland patches where quality values were included in the classes
high and very high, or else had an overall patch value ≥0.6, were identified as “good”
quality patches in each scenario. The identification of the patches as high quality for
grassland birds was based on the frequency of occurrence in the high and very high
quality categories across all scenarios. Patches that scored high in many of the 36
scenarios should be considered “robust” regardless of the weights attributed to criteria
and components.
To decide how to classify both GP and AGP quality maps, generated using the
ArcGis toolbox and applying the hierarchy process, a series of comparisons were
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conducted. First, the possible outcome from the count of high ranking patches in the
different scenarios (0 to 36 options) was divided into 5 equally sized (0 -6, 7-14, 15-22,
23-29, or 30-36 scenarios in which the patch has scored high or very high) categories to
follow the same system used within each scenario. Second, the 5 categories were
separated using the natural break (Jenks) option in ArcGis to avoid scattered good
quality patches and favor their congregation. Third, the number of categories was
reduced to 3 using natural breaks in the distribution of the data. GP and AGP maps
were categorized in these three ways and the results compared using Kappa index of
agreement.
Once both dataset values were computed, the GP and AGP datasets were
evaluated for congruence (after rasterization of the maps), using a Kappa index of
agreement. The Kappa index of agreement is a methodology that allows the
comparison of two map layers with the same number of categories. This statistic
(Cohen’s Kappa) is generally used to evaluate inter-rater reliability and was adapted in
this paper for the purpose of comparing two maps (Garbin 2005). The index values
vary between -1 (value of 0 or below constitute no agreement), to 1 (perfect
agreement), and values calculated in this paper are classified following the categories
proposed by Landis and Koch (1977). The highest ranking grassland patches present in
the CV are identified as priority conservation areas for grassland birds.
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2.1.7 Data validation

Data on the distribution of grassland birds in the CV are available for some
portion of the area and it was possible to use these data to assess the performance of the
habitat quality maps. Data on the distribution of grassland birds are incomplete or
lacking for certain species and are not as detailed as the distribution of the grassland
patches. Therefore, bird data were used in this paper as a data validation instrument.
Point count surveys were conducted in the Champlain Valley between 2002 and 2005
for two different studies (Shustack 2004, Strong 2007). Only data on BOBO and
SAVS were used because these species were most frequently observed and offered a
sufficiently large sample for the analysis. Detection probability was estimated for both
surveys and was > 0.93 for both Bobolink and Savannah Sparrow (Strong 2007). Data
from both surveys were summarized and maximum counts of both BOBO and SAVS
for each location calculated and joined spatially with the correspondent grassland
patches from the grassland dataset. The resulting layer included both bird and scenario
data that allowed me to compare bird maximum abundance (fields were typically
visited 3 times during a single year) and scenario results for each patch that had bird
data availability. I used a Spearman rank correlation test to produce a correlation
matrix for the quality maps, and both species’ abundance. The analysis for this paper
was generated using both Microsoft® Office Excel® 2007, and SAS software, Version
9.1.
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2.1.8 Habitat acquisition strategies

Once the grassland patches in the CV have been ranked based on their quality
for grassland birds, managers will have to select the priority areas for outreach,
conservation, and management. There are several methods that can be used to select
which patches should be prioritized especially when considering the many constraints
that managers must address. Willingness of owners to be involved in some kind of
management, pecuniary availability for purchase of particularly important areas,
connectivity concerns, etc. may influence the decision of areas on which to focus their
attention. In this paper I present one potential example using simple Boolean
operations in ArcGIS, selecting only good quality patches that are larger than certain
thresholds.iuj

2.1.9 Distribution of results to public and private users

Quality maps of data by city, county, Breeding Bird Atlas block, etc. will be converted
into KML files that are easily usable by anybody with an internet connection. The maps
and the toolbox created in ArcGIS to generate criteria maps will be made available on
request by posting the KML files and the results from this paper online.
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2.2 Results

The total area of grassland patches in each quality category was used to analyze
the outcome of the sensitivity analysis. I calculated the total patch area in each of the
five categories (very low to very high) for the 36 scenarios and assessed trends
graphically (see Figure 4) visually (Lowry et al. 1995), and statistically.

Figure 4: An example comparison of the total area (ha) in the 5 quality categories across three
macro strategies. Component level weights are the only difference between these three scenarios.
(Kappa indices: s2/s14 = -0.14; s2/s26 = -0.14; s14/s26 = -0.08)
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Figure 5: An example comparison of the total area (ha) in the 5 quality categories across three
micro strategies. LANDSCAPE level weights are the only difference between these three scenarios.
(Kappa indices: s2/s6 = 0.74; s2/s10 = 0.51; s6/s10 = 0.54).

Figure 6: An example comparison of the total area (ha) in the 5 quality categories across four
additional micro strategies. PATCH level weights are the only difference between these four
scenarios. (Kappa indices: s1/s2 = 0.51; s1/s3 = 0.46; s1/s4 = -0.11; s2/s3 = -0.14; s2/s4 = -0.05; s3/s4
= -0.10).
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To determine how macro and micro strategies influenced the scenarios’
outcomes, I compared a subset of scenarios’ combinations that exemplify many of the
possible influences of patch and landscape level variation.
Comparing scenarios s2, s14 and s26 I was able to observe changes induced by
the component level weights. The index of agreement between s2 and s14, s14 and s26
and s2, and s26 was < 0. These Kappa values suggest no agreement across macro
strategies.
The variation of micro strategy LANDSCAPE weights in 3 different strategies
is presented in figure 4. Graphically, the differences between these scenarios appear
minimal; the same impression is confirmed by higher agreement indices if compared
with all the other possible scenario combinations. The index of agreement obtained
comparing the sum of areas in each quality class for s2 and s6 was 0.74 (substantial
agreement). The agreement value obtained comparing s2 to s10 was 0.51 (moderate
agreement), an agreement similar to the one obtained comparing s6 with s10 (0.54).
To evaluate the effect of the weight at the micro strategy PATCH level, I
compared scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4. Comparing s1 to s2 resulted in a moderate agreement
(Kappa = 0.51), as did the comparison between s1 and s3 (Kappa = 0.46). All the other
possible combinations between these scenarios produced no agreement (Kappa <0).
It is evident, from figures 3 to 5 above and by the lower index of agreement in
comparison of scenarios, that differences in weights at both micro and macro levels led
to strongly different results. A visual appreciation of the differences between scenarios
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is given in figures 6, 7 and 8 which also allows the identification of the scenarios that
more strongly influence the results.
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Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Very high

Figure 7: Effects of variation within macro strategy 1 on quality maps for the town of Bridport in
central western Vermont.
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Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Very high

Figure 8: Effects of variation macro strategy 2 on quality maps for the town of Bridport in central
western Vermont.
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Very Low
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Very high

Figure 9: Effects of variation within macro strategy 3 on quality maps for the town of Bridport in
central western Vermont.
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The perimeter/area ratio as opposed to patch area tended to shift the patch
quality toward higher values. Furthermore, the management micro scenario seemed to
be influential in driving patch values toward higher levels. All grassland patches that
were part of the suburban pasture layer received a value for the criterion management
of 1. This high criterion value combined with its high weight in the management patch
scenario probably led to the high quality values in these scenarios.
An analysis of the variation of the scores for each scenario for a small subset of
10 randomly chosen patches was performed. Two trends were identified and patches
with similar trends were grouped together (group 1: patches 445, 2570, 2718 and 8264;
group 2: patches 11910, 13479, 13890, 20896, 22951 and 28328) and the averages of
the values by group are presented in Figure 10. Analyzing the raw data associated with
each patch, I was able to infer that the value for management was the source for the
differing trends. Patches in group 1 had a value for this criterion equal to 1 while
patches in group 2 had a value for criterion management of 0. Aside from a few minor
variations, the trends were similar within the two groups: these minor variations were
primarily a result of the different landscape and patch attributes of each parcel.
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Figure 10: Comparison of trends within scenarios of randomly selected patches. Two trends were identified and differences attributed mainly
to management criterion (group 1 – management = 1; group 2 – management = 0). Presented here are the averages of the patches attributed
to each group.
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Differences resulting from the macro strategy weights are shown in figures 1013 where the median quality value for each of the 12 scenarios is calculated. These
figures graphically convey the importance of the weights attributed at the macro level
and identify which sets of weights are better at isolating grassland patches of good
quality. Macro strategy 2, in which the landscape component received a weight of 0.75
and the patch component a weight of 0.25, is the strategy that identified a greater
portion of area in the high quality category. Macro strategy 1, in which both landscape
and patch component received a weight of 0.5, identified 21673 ha (5673 patches) of
high quality grassland, M2 identified 48944 ha (9570 patches), and M3, in which the
landscape component received a weight of 0.25 and the patch component a weight of
0.75, identified 32094 ha (10223 patches). Because the landscape component received
a greater weight in macro strategy 2, the resulting map identified high quality patches
of high quality patches within close proximity.
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Figure 11: Quality map for Macro strategy 1 classified with 5 equal range categories: median of all
scenarios (LAND and PATCH equal 0.5).
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Figure 12: Quality map for Macro strategy 2 classified with 5 equal range categories: median of all
scenarios (LAND = 0.75 and PATCH = 0.25).
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Figure 13: Quality map for Macro strategy 3 classified with 5 equal range categories: median of all
scenarios (LAND = 0.25 and PATCH = 0.75).
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Figure 14: Quality map classified with 5 equal range categories: median of all scenarios
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Although the area in high quality patches is important for reserve design
purposes, the objective of this paper was to identify the location of priority
conservation areas for grassland birds. For this purpose, I have created two different
maps (presented in Figures 14 and 15) which represent grassland bird quality maps
(one created using the grassland patch dataset – GP, and one created using the
aggregated grassland patch dataset - AGP) generated on the basis of the frequency of
inclusion in the high and very high quality categories across the 36 scenarios.
To decide which classification was the most appropriate to represent the priority
areas for grassland birds, three different GP and AGP maps were generated using
different methods of categorization, and these results were compared using Kappa
index of agreement. Using five equally sized categories, the Kappa value obtained was
0.58, indicating moderate agreement. Using five Jenks natural breaks, the level of
agreement was similar (0.59). Using three natural break categories the level of
agreement improved to a Kappa value of 0.65.
The agreement raster maps generated for the agreement analysis described
above were also used to analyze the congruence with a different method slightly
modified from the original (Sener 2004). The agreement maps were reclassified into
three classes (Figure 15). The class “correct” represented the portion of grasslands that
were categorized by both GP and AGP in the same way. The class “acceptable”
included the portion of grasslands that received quality categories similar but not
identical (±1 quality class difference), and the class “incorrect” represented patches of
grassland classified completely differently by GP and AGP (≥2 quality class
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difference). Using both the five class categorizations, 70% of the grassland patches in
the CV were correctly classified, 24% of grassland patches were classified in the
acceptable class, and 6% were classified incorrectly. Using the three class
categorization, 77% of the parcels were in the correct class, 21% in the acceptable and
2% were incorrectly classified. Figure 18 graphically presents the congruence between
GP and AGP quality maps. In this figure, only patches that were classified of good
quality in both GP and AGP maps are presented in red.

Figure 15: Comparison matrix created for the comparison of AGP and GP quality maps

Of the three possible classification methods described above, the three natural
breaks Jenks classes are used here. Each grassland patch is categorized with this
method as poor (scored in the high or very high categories < 9 times across all 36
scenarions), intermediate (9-17 high or very high scores) or good (> than 18 high or
very high scores).
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Figure 16: Quality map classified with 3 categories: patches.
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Figure 17: Quality map classified with 3 categories: aggregate patches.
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Figure 18: Congruence between quality maps showing the patches of grassland (in red) that were
considered good quality in both GP and AGP quality maps.
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2.2.1 Data validation

Data validation of the quality maps created was attempted using grassland bird
abundance and distribution data. Data on the distribution and abundance of BOBO and
SAVS were available for approximately 350 points throughout the CV, and a smaller
sample of points were available for EAME (Shustack 2004, Strong 2007). Using a
Spearman rank correlation index, I looked for correlations between the abundance of
each bird species and the individual scenario values, median, and both GP and AGP
quality maps. No strong correlation was found between any of the possible
combinations, with r-values that varied between 0 and 0.3. The correlation analysis
was also performed using bird data from only one year, one visit, and averaging the
bird data within the same AGP parcel. Once again the correlations found were not
strong and r-values were generally between -0.1 and 0.3.
A strong ecological correlation was found when I combined the bird data into
classes. Averaging values of patches for number of scenario in which the patch scored
high or very high, median of quality values across all scenarios, and all GP quality
classifications, within classes with the same number of birds, resulted in a strong
positive correlation (r between 0.80 – 0.95) with SAVS maximum number counted per
patch. The correlation was not as strong for BOBO, with r-values between 0.35 and
0.43.
A relationship between area and occurrence of BOBO and SAVS was also
found using the point count data. For both species, patches that did not have birds in
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any of the visits had on average a significantly (t-test pBOBO < 0.001 and pSAVS < 0.001)
smaller area than patches in which birds were detected at least once.
Results from the Vermont Breeding Bird Atlas were also available and included
information on presence of grassland birds across the CV (Vermont Center for
Ecostudies 2009). For the Atlas, the state of Vermont was divided into 7.5 minute
topographic quadrangles and each quadrangle was divided into 6 25 km2 (5x5 km)
blocks. A thousand blocks cover the surface of the state of Vermont. Because of the
vast size of the area to cover and low human population density in the state one priority
block (179 in VT) and one secondary block were randomly selected within each
quadrangle with 24 additional blocks containing areas of unique and fragile habitat. A
block was considered satisfactorily surveyed when 75 species were located in the block
and 35 of these confirmed as breeders (in most of the blocks 100 species were detected)
(Vermont Center for Ecostudies 2009).
I used the number of species of grassland birds detected in each block as an
index of species richness of grassland birds within that block. Species richness was
joined with a grassland quality map generated from the GP maps, in which the patches’
information on quality were averaged across priority and secondary blocks used in the
Atlas.
Blocks with the same value of grassland bird richness were aggregated and
Spearman rank correlation indices were calculated comparing bird species richness and
averages of: percentage of grassland area present in the block, percentage of grassland
area in the block in quality class good, percentage of grassland area in quality class
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intermediate present in the block, and percentage of grassland area in quality class poor
present in the block (see Table 12). For these ecological correlations, r-values varied
from -0.60 to 1.0. As expected, the average richness of birds had a positive correlation
with the average of the amount of grass present in the blocks. The correlation
coefficient decreased as the average quality value increased. The grassland bird species
richness showed a stronger positive correlation with the amount of grassland present in
the block of good quality (r = 0.94), a strong positive correlation with grassland patches
of intermediate quality (r = 0.83), and a negative correlation with the amount of poor
quality patches in the poor quality (r = -0.60).

Table 12: Bird species richness and amount (%) of grasslands in each block of the Vermont
Breeding Bird Atlas for which grassland birds were confirmed as breeders.

Bird
species
richness

Grassland area
total (%/block)

Grassland area
poor (%/block)

Grassland area
intermediate
(%/block)

Grassland area
good (%/block)

0
1
2
3
4
5

22%
26%
34%
40%
41%
76%

10%
11%
10%
13%
9%
1%

7%
8%
13%
17%
18%
14%

5%
7%
11%
10%
14%
61%
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2.2.2 Priority conservation areas identification

To identify priority conservation areas for grassland birds, blocks of patches of
grassland were identified using Boolean expressions and ArcGis tools, such as the
aggregate tool, to group patches close to each other in the quality maps. Threshold
values were also applied, and blocks were categorized on the basis of minimum area
requirement.
To support a higher grassland bird diversity, grassland patches need to be larger
than 50 ha, even if smaller patches (5-10 ha) can be beneficial breeding sites for more
common songbirds (Vickery et al. 1994). Following these suggestions but considering
uncertainties, and for visual simplicity, in the map layer produced and presented in
figures 17 and 18, I selected good quality patches and classified them as breeding
blocks (adjacent patches of the same quality where cumulative area was ≥ 50 ha, large
enough to support occasional breeding events), and population blocks (adjacent patches
of good quality where cumulative area was ≥ 200 ha, large enough to support
populations of grassland birds even in the case of temporary isolation of the block)
(Majka 2008).
Fewer blocks of good habitat for grassland birds were produced using the GP
quality maps (78) in comparison with the ones obtained using the AGP quality map
(129 blocks). Furthermore, the total area of the blocks identified was different. The
total area of grassland blocks identified using the GP map was 7350 ha, of which 790
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ha was in population block size and 6560 ha was in breeding block size. The total area
of grassland blocks identified using the AGP map was 15220 ha, with 5420 ha in
population size blocks and 9800 ha in breeding size blocks.
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Figure 19: Reserve design example; blocks of grasslands identified using the GP quality map. The
Breeding blocks are good quality habitat for grassland birds larger than 50 ha, and population
blocks are good quality habitat for grassland birds larger than 200 ha. .
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Figure 20: Reserve design example; blocks of grasslands identified using the AGP quality map. The
Breeding blocks are good quality habitat for grassland birds larger than 50 ha, and population
blocks are good quality habitat for grassland birds larger than 200 ha.
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2.3 Discussion

This paper delineates an approach for the identification of priority conservation
areas for grassland birds. Although the methodology proposed is used in the selection
of the highest quality grassland patches available as breeding grounds for grassland
birds in the Champlain Valley of Vermont, the combination of GIS and multicriteria
decision analysis can be implemented for analogous purposes for different suites of
species.
The methods used in this paper break down the problem of identifying priority
conservation areas into a series of steps, including multicriteria analysis, sensitivity
analysis, validation, and selection of areas for conservation. Using this process has the
advantage of making a complex procedure a relatively simple step-by-step process.
The multicriteria portion of the procedure can be updated and repeated as new
information becomes available. The quality maps for grassland birds were created
using 7 criteria that incorporate attributes of the site at both landscape and patch scales.
These criteria offered the advantages of being easy to obtain or generate, applicable at
the chosen spatial scale, and easily modified to extract the desired data. However, the
chosen criteria were not exhaustive in covering all characteristics that are known to
correlate with grassland bird habitat selection. For example, information on soil,
vegetation, inter- and intra-specific interactions, current management regimes, and
socio-economic factors connected with agricultural activities are factors that may
influence habitat selection decisions of some or all of the species of grassland birds
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considered here. Although the quality maps lacked some information, they constitute a
useful starting point for management planning.
New and/or more precise criteria maps can be generated with the availability of
new spatial data, repeating the multicriteria analysis with the inclusion of the additional
data. Different weights could also be attributed to the criteria set if new relationships
between grassland habitat selection processes are discovered or if new criteria are
included into the process. The pairwise comparison method (Saaty 1980) can be used
to determine new weights for the new pair combinations and can be efficiently used if
criteria do not become too numerous making the process cumbersome. Using the
hierarchical approach proposed here offers the advantage of combining the pairwise
comparison into smaller groups. Additionally, utilizing a hierarchical system that
involves pairwise comparison of the criteria for assigning weights to each criterion is
an attempt to diminish the subjectivity that is inherently connected with methods that
involve scoring or weighting of different factors.
The involvement of experts in the decision process, selection of the procedure
scheme, and criteria choice can improve the quality of the final result and as new
criteria are available, enlargement of the panel of experts could offer further knowledge
and perspectives (Geneletti 2007).
The study presented here constitutes a step forward in the production of a more
precise habitat quality classification of the CV for grassland birds. Utilizing a vectorbased spatial dataset, combined with information on the management of grassland
parcels provides a more precise delineation of the grassland patches with relatively up-
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to-date information on management practices. Such precision cannot be obtained using
a raster-based approach. Recent datasets were also used in the generation of criteria
maps, assuring up-to-date results. Unfortunately, any maps produced with a
methodology similar to the one used in this paper for habitats, such as grasslands,
which are subject to periodical changes in use and cover, are time sensitive and should
be considered a snapshot of a process (succession) that is continually varying (Puryear
2004). The older dataset used in this paper was produced in 2001 and most of the other
data were not more recent than 2004. Because new and more precise data regularly
become available, the quality maps presented here should be considered valid for no
more than 5 years and new quality maps based on the most recent datasets available
should be generated within the same time frame.
In many of the papers reviewed (Malczewsky 1999, Sener 2004, Carrion et al.
2008) constraints were used to exclude unsuitable areas from the analysis procedure. In
my procedure the only constraint utilized was related to the extent of suitable habitat
for grassland birds: only grassland habitats were considered. The constraint that
identified the suitable habitat was applied before the start of the analysis such that nongrassland habitats were excluded from the analysis and quality values were not
calculated. Cost criteria, included in my process were standardized using a “reverse”
formula that gave lesser values to the patches that have greater costs for the criterion
analyzed. Patches with standardized values of zero for certain criteria were not
automatically excluded as unsuitable patches, but contributed to lowering the overall
quality score of the patch. For example, grassland patches that were close to high-
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traffic roads received a road criterion score of zero but were not excluded from the set
of grassland patches that received a quality score. These patches close to a road might
not be suitable as breeding areas for many grassland bird species, but might be used as
feeding sites and frequented by species of grassland birds which are not as sensitive to
traffic noise.
A unique aspect of this work is the use of a hierarchical structure that
distributed weights attributed by experts to different components of the analysis. This
procedure allowed for the use of a greater number of criteria while keeping the
methodology manageable. In fact, the number of possible pairwise comparisons were
reduced by the inclusion of criteria into either the landscape or patch components. The
same pairwise comparison procedure could be used to identify weights at the
components level, or reducing possible subjectivity with the calculation of a
consistency coefficient.
Another peculiarity is the parcel-based approach of this method. The
availability of precisely delineated grassland patches allowed me to assign quality
values to each patch of grassland in the CV. The advantage of parcel-based maps is the
ease of tracking patch shape changes. Another practical advantage of the use of vector
layers in ArcGIS is that information could be easily joined to the quality patches dataset
to update and add new data such as ownership, soil type, vegetation characteristics,
management typology, and bird census data that could be used for statistical analysis.
While analyzing the quality map and validation data, some shortcomings in the
procedure were identified. The CV includes a portion of New York state and Canada.
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The landscape component criteria forest, grassland and development include
information on the landscape surrounding each patch in a buffer of 3000m. The buffer
around patches of grassland located close to the border with Canada might extend into
areas for which spatial data to evaluate some criteria were not available. Thus, quality
values for these border patches are inaccurate for the landscape component portion of
the value. Managers trying to prioritize grassland patches close to the Canadian border
should be advised that the quality category associated with these patches
(approximately 700 out of ≥32000 patches) may be incorrect. Although the three
criteria in the landscape component comprise the major elements of the CV landscape,
bodies of water, especially Lake Champlain, are a major part of the landscape
surrounding patches close to its shores. The inclusion of the water element in the
process of identifying grassland bird priority areas and the study of its effect on
grassland bird habitat selection and dispersal should be explored. Another criterion for
which information is partly available and that needs to be further explored is the soil
quality of each grassland patch. Grasslands located on prime agricultural soil will be
most likely maintained as agricultural patches because they are protected under
Vermont’s Act 250. On the other hand, areas of marginal productivity might coincide
with lower soil quality and be more willingly given to bird-friendly management.
Exploring soil characteristics and the distribution of areas with marginal economic
productivity might improve the ability of the process used in this paper in detecting the
grassland patches that are the highest quality for grassland birds.
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The resolution of the GIS datasets used was 30 meters as was the accuracy of
the maps resulting from the analysis. Layers such as impervious surfaces, only
available at this resolution, are not very precise in identifying individual buildings or
structures, as compared to spatial datasets like E911 (VCGI 2009) in which each
building is identified by a point . The use of high resolution datasets could improve the
precision of the quality maps, but at the same time make the analysis process more
cumbersome and the data preparation lengthier. Understanding the scale at which
grassland birds perceive the landscape needs to be further explored; consequently, I
decided to use more readily available datasets.
One of the disadvantages of working with parcel-level data, particularly in a
fragmented landscape such as the CV, is the large number of patches that must be
included in the analysis. Consequently, consideration of the aggregated map may
provide a more user-friendly spatial dataset with which to work. The continuity in the
distribution of “good” quality patches is better represented in the AGP quality map than
in the GP. In the AGP quality map (Figure 17) good quality patches were generally
grouped in blocks surrounded by intermediate and poor quality patches in a series of
“bull’s eye” targets distributed throughout the CV. In the GP quality map, the good
quality patches are more evenly distributed in the CV even if some blocks of good
quality patches are evident as in the AGP map. Here, the bull’s eye effect is not as
apparent, and good quality patches are sometimes adjacent to both intermediate and
poor quality patches. The driver of this difference seems to be the management
criterion whose strength is more prominent in the GP quality map.
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Managers should be aware of this difference while using quality maps in
identifying priority areas. If the intent is to promote management practices to as many
grassland owners as possible without considering size and closeness of grassland
patches, the GP quality map should be used to take advantage of the prioritization of
the suburban patches whose owners might be more willing to adopt wildlife-friendly
management. Conversely, if the protection of large blocks of grassland is a priority, the
AGP quality map should be used as a starting point. This map already highlights large
areas of good quality grassland patches, but can be used as base layer in software
packages meant for the identification of conservation areas to maximize the protection
of even larger tracts of contiguous grassland. Based on the same quality maps, many
tools can be used to refine the selection of priority conservation areas to address
different needs, such as particular land management requirements or the financial costs
associated with land purchase or changes in management practices.
Reserve maps produced using Boolean selection are presented in figures 17 and
18 and provide a good representation of the use of quality maps for the delineation of a
reserve system of grasslands in the CV. Acknowledging that the size of a reserve is
connected with the number of species that it can contain (Diamond 1975), and the fact
that most grassland species are area sensitive and some, in particular Upland Sandpiper,
require very large continuous grasslands (Houston and Bowen 2001), the selection
process was based on a threshold size of 50 ha as suggested by Vickery et al. (1994).
The map generated using the AGP map as starting point especially provides a well laid
out reserve system with grassland blocks distributed in most of the CV. Franklin and
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Addison counties include the potential reserves of the highest quality. Especially in
Addison County the population blocks of grassland are evenly distributed and are
surrounded by satellite breeding blocks of grasslands. If a metapopulation model is
assumed for the CV, this spatial distribution of blocks should allow the exchange of
individuals between patches.
Validation of the quality maps with field data was somewhat inconclusive.
Only a weak correlation between bird occurrence and abundance and map quality was
found, using both GP and AGP maps for which bird data for each aggregated patch
were averaged. During recent surveys, the three most common species of grassland
birds (BOBO, SAVS and EAME) in the CV were counted. Interestingly, birds were
seen moving between adjacent grassland patches of different quality and similar
management, and in some cases across boundaries (roads) that even in the AGP
strategy were considered a barrier to movement. Such behavior could be one reason for
the lack of a relationship between bird occurrence/abundance and quality of the
grassland patch.
More promising was the use of the grassland bird biodiversity index obtained
from the Vermont Breeding Bird Atlas (Vermont Center for Ecostudies 2009).
Because the Atlas data are not directly connected with specific locations but rather 5 x
5 km blocks, the relationship between bird index and quality value of patches is
difficult to test given the available data. Because the quality maps were generated
using habitat criteria pertinent to all the grassland bird species habitat selection, the
grassland bird richness index should be more strongly correlated with the quality of
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grassland patches, a result that was supported with these data. Data to determine a
biodiversity index for grassland birds should be collected for grassland patches of
different quality to support the preliminary findings obtained with the Atlas data.
Surveys of bird occurrence and abundance should be planned for grassland
patches chosen from the quality maps in which bird friendly management will be
implemented. A survey conducted prior to any management activity will serve as
reference data. After one or more seasons of bird-friendly management the same
patches should be surveyed. The difference in occurrence and abundance in pre- and
post-surveys in good quality grassland patches should be more extreme than in poor
quality grassland patches. The surveys will also tell us whether the potential quality of
the patch is actually correlated with bird presence and whether the criteria chosen for
the generation of the quality maps needs to be updated or revised.
Studies to better understand the factors that influence habitat selection strategies
for grassland birds should be pursued. Since there is uncertainty about mechanism(s)
and relative importance of patch and landscape criteria, vegetation, micro habitat, prey
and predator abundance, and climate in explaining habitat selection and species
richness, new research projects (Hamer et al. 2006) on this matter will help refine the
choice of the best priority conservation areas for grassland birds.
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2.4 Conservation implications

The quality maps should be considered as the “foundation” over which the
preservation of grassland birds for the Champlain Valley of Vermont can be built.
Managers and stakeholders now have a new tool that can help guide where the outreach
for alternative management practices should have the greatest chance of success in
promoting conservation of grassland birds. The methods used to generate the quality
maps and the tool created in ArcGIS can be thought of as “blue prints” that can be
copied as is or modified for specific needs in identifying priority conservation areas.
In addition to the quality maps, managers should acknowledge well-accepted
reserve design concepts that advocate for the preservation of large contiguous patches
of grassland habitat with a large population of grassland birds. In the absence of
contiguous patches, a group of smaller interconnected patches of the same habitat close
together should be preserved (Noss 1992). The importance of large grassland patches
or the clustering of smaller patches is in their potential role of bird source in a
metapopulation model situation.
Other important actions that could sustain grassland birds in the CV landscape
include the protection and preservation of grassland patches larger than 5-10 ha that are
more than 2 km away from roads with high traffic. Furthermore, to support a higher
grassland bird diversity, and to sustain breeding populations, grassland preserves
should include enough grassland patches to reach at least 50 ha of protected or birdfriendly managed area (Vickery et al. 1994, Forman et al. 2002).
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